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Abstract. We show that for a large class of artin algebras including the algebras

of finite representation type, an indecomposable module M is not the middle

of a short chain if and only if there is no short cycle M —► TV —» M of

nonzero nonisomorphisms between indecomposable modules. We apply this

to get sufficient conditions for modules to be determined by their composition

factors. We also show that if for an algebra of finite representation type there

is a sincere indecomposable A-module that is not the middle of a short chain,

then A is a tilted algebra.

Introduction

Let A be an artin algebra over a commutative artin ring R. A (finitely gener-

ated) A-module C is said to be the middle of a short chain if there is some inde-

composable A-module X with HomA(X, C) ^ 0 and HomA(C, DTrX) ^ 0.
Indecomposable modules that are not the middle of a short chain were intro-

duced and studied in [1]. For example it was shown that if B and C are

indecomposable modules that are not the middle of a short chain and B and

C have the same composition factors, then B and C are isomorphic. Also it

was shown in [ 1 ] that if A is an algebra of finite representation type and R = k

is an algebraically closed field, then there is always a finite covering of A such

that no indecomposable module is the middle of a short chain. This indicates

that large cycles are better behaved than small cycles. In fact, we shall here

show that being the middle of a short chain is closely related to being (on what

we call) a short cycle: An indecomposable A-module Af is on a short cycle

if there exists an indecomposable A-module N and nonzero nonisomorphisms

/: Af —► N and g: N —> M. We show that the concepts are the same if A is of

finite representation type, or more generally, if A has no ^-sectional chains.
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We say that a chain • • • —► C, -* C,+i —► • • • with i £ Z of irreducible maps

between indecomposable modules is /1^-sectional if DTrCi+x ^ C,_i for all

i. This is the content of § 1.
In §2 we apply the results from §1 to prove that if A has no A™ -sectional

chains and Af and N are indecomposable modules with the same composition

factors, with M not being the middle of a short chain, then A7 and N are

isomorphic.

In §§3 and 4 we investigate algebras having a sincere module not being the

middle of a short chain and compare with algebras having sincere directing

modules. In §3 we give some necessary conditions on A, like having global

dimension at most two and having no oriented cycle in the ordinary quiver. In

§4 we show that if A is, in addition, of finite representation type, then A is a

tilted algebra.

1. Short chains and short cycles

We say that a chain of two nonzero maps X —► Af -» DTrX between A-

modules with X indecomposable is a short chain, and Af is said to be the

middle of a short chain (see [1]). For indecomposable modules Af and N we

shall call a chain of two nonzero nonisomorphisms Af —► N —► A7 a short cycle

and say that in this case Af and N lie on a short cycle. We shall show that

if an indecomposable module Af is the middle of a short chain, then it lies
on a short cycle, and we shall show that the converse holds if the algebra A

has no ^-sectional chains. We say that a chain of irreducible maps between

indecomposable modules •••A,_i —» Xj —► Xi+X —►•••, -m < i < n, is

sectional if DTrXi+x j± A,_i for all -m < i < n, and it is A™-sectional if

n = m = oo. Before we state the main result, we start out with some preliminary

properties. Recall that the radical rad(A, B) of A and B in mod A is the

set of maps /: A —► B where qfp is a nonisomorphism for all nonzero maps

p and q . We will often denote HomA(^4, B) by (A, B).

Lemma 1.1. Let M be a A-module that is not the middle of a short chain, and

let f: A -» B be an irreducible map between indecomposable modules.

If(M,A)^0 and (B,M)^0, then rad(Af, B) # 0 and rad(A, M) ? 0.

Proof. Let Af be a A-module that is not the middle of a short chain, and let

/: A —> B be an irreducible map between indecomposable modules. Assume

that (M, A) ^ 0 and (B, M) ^ 0. Since Af is not the middle of a short
chain, we have (Af, DTrB) = 0. Consider the exact sequence 0 —► DTrB —>

E -*g B, where g: E —> B is minimal right almost split. We then get an exact

sequence 0 —► (M, E) —> rad(Af, B). Since f:A—>B is irreducible, A is a

summand of E. Then (Af, A) ^ 0 implies (Af, E) ^ 0, which again implies
rad( Af ,5)^0. Similarly we prove that rad(^, Af) ^ 0.   a

Lemma 1.2. Let (n,m) £ (NU{oo})x(NU{oo}) and let-► A",_i -> X,\-> •••

be a chain of irreducible maps between indecomposable modules X, for -m-1 <
i < n . Let M be a A-module that is not the middle of a short chain such that

(M, Xi) ̂  0 for i<0 and (Xt ,M)^0fori>0. Then rad(M, Xj) ? 0 for
-m < j < n and rad(Aj, Af) / 0 for -m - I < j < n- I.

Proof. Let (n , m) £ (NU {oo}) x (N U {oo}), let-► Xt -» Xi+X -+■■■  be a
chain of irreducible maps between indecomposable modules Xi for -m - 1 <
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i < n, and let Af be a A-module that is not the middle of a short chain

with (Af, Xt) £ 0 for -m - 1 < i < 0 and (A,, Af) ^ 0 for 0 < i < n.
Then we use Lemma 1.1 on the irreducible morphism X_x —> Ao to obtain

that rad(A7, X0) ? 0 and rad(A_,, Af) ^ 0. Hence (X_x, M) £ 0, and by
induction we get that rad(A,, M) ^ 0 and rad(Af, Xi+X) =£ 0 for -m - 1 <
i < 0. We also have that rad(Af, X0) ^ 0 implies that (Af, X0) ^ 0, and
hence by induction in the appropriate direction we get that rad(A7, Xi) ^ 0

and rad(A,_i, Af) ^ 0 for 0 < i < n . Hence the result follows.   □

Lemma 1.3. Let (n,m)£ (Nu{oo}) x (Nu{oo}) and let-► X-t -> • • • X0-*

■ ■ • -* Xt —► • • •  be a chain of irreducible maps between indecomposable modules

Xi with -m < i < n such that (Af, A,) ^ 0 and (Xj, Af) / 0 for all i.
If M is not the middle of a short chain then the above chain is sectional.

Proof. With the above assumptions, if the chain was not sectional, there would

be some i with DTrXi+x ~ A,_i. But since (Xi+X, M) ^ 0 and (Af, Af,_i) ̂
0, Af would then be the middle of a short chain.   □

Lemma 1.4. Let M and N be indecomposable modules with rad(Af, N) ^

0. Then there is either an infinite chain •• A, —>•••—> A_i —► Ao = N of

irreducible maps between indecomposable modules with (M, Xj) ^ 0 for all

j < 0 or a finite chain Af = A; —>•••—> A_i —► Ao = N of irreducible maps

between indecomposable modules with nonzero composition.

Proof. Assume that there is no finite chain of irreducible maps between inde-

composable modules A7 —►•••—► N, with nonzero composition. Assume that

rad(Af, N) ^ 0, and let /: Af —► N be nonzero and not an isomorphism. Let

h: E -> N be a minimal right almost split map. Since / is not an isomorphism,

it factors through h: E -> N. Hence there is some indecomposable summand

Ex of E such that the induced composition M -+ Ex —> N is nonzero. Since

Ex —► N is irreducible, M -* Ex  is not an isomorphism by our assumption.

Continuing this way, we get an infinite chain-► Xj —* ■ • • X-1 -* Xq = N of

irreducible maps between indecomposable modules, with (Af, Xj) / 0 for all
j < 0. This finishes the proof.   □

We can now put the lemmas together to get

Proposition 1.5. Let M and N be indecomposable A-modules, and assume that

M is not the middle of a short chain.

If rad(M, N) ± 0 and rad(A, Af) ^ 0, then N is on an A^-sectional
chain.

Proof. Let Af and N be indecomposable modules with Af not the middle of

a short chain, and assume rad(Af, N) ^ 0 and rad(A, M) ^ 0.

We first want to show that there is an infinite chain of irreducible maps be-

tween indecomposable modules • • • —» Xt -* • • • X-\ —► Ao = N with (Af, Xj) ^

0 for j < 0. By Lemma 1.4 we can assume, since rad(A7, N) ^ 0, that we

have a finite chain Af = X,■ —► • • • Ao = N of irreducible maps with nonzero

composition, and hence (M, Xj) / 0 for i < j < 0. Using that (N, M) ^ 0,
we get rad(Af, A7) / 0 by Lemma 1.2 since Af is not the middle of a short

chain. If there was a finite chain of irreducible maps between indecomposable

modules Af = Y„ —► • • • —> Y_ ] —» Yq = M with nonzero composition, then

(Af, Yj) ^ 0 and (Yj, Af) ^ 0 for n < j < 0.  But then we would have a
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sectional cycle by Lemma 1.3, which is impossible by [5]. Hence by Lemma 1.4

there would be an infinite chain of irreducible maps between indecomposable

modules • -.--* Yj -*•■■-* Y-i -* Y0 = M with (Af, Yj) ? 0 for j < 0.
Writing Yt = Xj+t for t < 0, we get an infinite chain of irreducible maps be-

tween indecomposable modules ••• —> A)_i —> A/ —►•••—► A_! —► A0 = N

with (Af, A» ^ 0 for all j < 0.
By duality we get an infinite chain of irreducible maps between indecompos-

able modules N = X0 -» A, - X2 -*-► A; -► • • •  with (A,, Af) ^ 0 for all
7 > 0. Since then (Xj, M) ± 0 and (Af, Xf) ̂  0 for all ; by Lemma 1.2, it
follows by Lemma 1.3 that the chain

-► Xi,-*-► A_, -» A0 = A -» Ai-► A,- - •• ■

is sectional. Hence N lies on an A™ -section.   □

As a consequence we have

Theorem 1.6. Let M be an indecomposable A-module.

(a) If M is the middle of a short chain then M is on a short cycle.
(b) If A has no A^-sectional chains, then M is the middle of a short chain

if and only if it is on a short cycle.

Proof, (a) Let A -*f Af -►* DTrX be a short chain. Consider the almost split

sequence

CO
0 - DTrX W Ex JJ • • • JJ Et (A^4W A - 0,

where the Tf, are indecomposable. Choose i such that the composition Af —>#
DTrX -*a> 7i, is not zero. If £, —>^' A is a monomorphism, then also the

composition A7 —>g DTrX —»Q| £, —►&' A is nonzero, so that we get a short cycle

^/ -^p~to<ig x —J Af if / is not an isomorphism and a short cycle Af —>AQ'«

A —►7#°<'*7 Af if / is an isomorphism.
If 7i, —►# A is an epimorphism then the composition £",• -»& A ^^ Af is

not zero, so that we get a short cycle Af —*aig Ei —>?& M.

(b) This is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.5.   □

2. Modules determined by their composition factors

It is interesting to find sufficient conditions for two indecomposable modules

Af and N with the same composition factors to be isomorphic. This is known

to be the case if A7 and N are not the middle of a short chain [1]. Also it is

true if one of the modules, M, is assumed to be directing, that is, A7 does not

lie on a cycle of nonzero nonisomorphisms between indecomposable modules

[6]. It would be interesting to know if it is sufficient that A7 is not the middle

of a short chain, thus getting a common generalization of these two results.

As an application of the results in § 1 we prove that this is the case when

there are no ^-sectional chains, in particular, for finite representation type.

We also study the property of not being the middle of a short chain with respect

to passing to factor rings.
We start with the following observation.
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Proposition 2.1. Let M and N be indecomposable A-modules having the same

composition factors, and assume that M is not the middle of a short chain. If

M is not isomorphic to N, then we have a short cycle M —> N —* M.

Proof. If 7*i -+ Po —y X —► 0 is a minimal projective presentation for a A-

module A, by [1, Theorem 1.4] we have the formula (X, Y) - (Y, DTrX) =
(Po, Y) - (Px, Y) for any A-module Y. Here (Y, V) denotes the length of
(Y, V) as an /^-module, when A is an artin /?-algebra. Let Af and N be

indecomposable A-modules with the same composition factors, and assume that

Af is not the middle of a short chain. We then have (A, Af) - (Af, DTrX) =
(X,N)-(N, DTrX). Letting A = Af, we have (Af, 7>7>Af) = 0. Hence we
get (Af, N) ^ 0, so we have a nonzero nonisomorphism A7 -» N if Af ^ N.

Since 7>Af is also not the middle of a short chain in mod Aop and 7>Af

and DN have the same composition factors, we get (DM, DN) ^ 0, and hence

(N, M) ^ 0. So if Af ;£ N we then have a nonzero nonisomorphism N —> A7.

Hence we have a short cycle Af —► N —► Af.   □

We have the following consequence.

Corollary 2.2. Let M and N be indecomposable A-modules having the same

composition factors.

(a) If M does not lie on a short cycle then M ~ N.
(b) If M is directing then M ~ N.
(c) If M is not the middle of a short chain and N is not on an A^-sectional

chain, then M ~ N.
(d) If M is not the middle of a short chain and A is of finite representation

type, then M ~ N.

Proof, (a) is a direct consequence of Propositions 1.6(a) and 2.1. Parts (b) and

(c) are direct consequences of Propositions 1.5 and 2.1. Part (d) follows from
(c) since an algebra of finite representation type has no sectional cycle by [4].   □

We end this section with the following general result, which will be used

in §4.

Proposition 2.3. Let M be an indecomposable module over an artin algebra A,

and let I be an ideal in A contained in the annihilator of M.

If M is not the middle of a short chain in  mod A, then M is not the middle

of a short chain in mod(A//).

Proof. Assume that Af is the middle of a short chain A -+ Af -+ DTrK/IX in

mod(A/7), so that we have HomA//(A, Af) ^ 0 and HomA/7(Af, 7>7>A//A)
# 0. Since A is not a projective A/7-module, it is also not a projective A-

module. Then we have an almost split sequence 0 -» DTrX -t£->I-»0 in

mod A. Consider the exact commutative diagram

0 0 0

1,1,1
0 -> HomA(A//, DTrX) ——* HomA(A//, E) —-—► HomA(A/7, X)-► 0

0 -► DTrX —-—> E —^—► X -► 0
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Since g': HomA(A//, E) —> HomA(A/7, A) is clearly right almost split in
mod (A/7), we have that DTrA/lX is a summand of HomA(A/7, DTrX) and
hence is a submodule of DTrX. This shows that HomA(Af, DTrX) ^ 0, so
that Af is the middle of a short chain in   mod A.   □

3. Sincere modules that are not the middle of short chains

It was shown by Ringel in [6] that if Af is an indecomposable sincere di-

recting A-module then A is a tilted algebra. This was generalized by Bakke

in [2] as follows: If Af is a sincere A-module such that there is no chain of

nonisomorphisms M' —►•••—► X -* ••• -* TrDX —>•••-» M" between inde-

composable modules with Af' and Af" in add M, then A is a tilted algebra.

In particular, if we define an arbitrary A-module to be directing if there is no

chain of nonisomorphisms M' —►-► Af" between indecomposable modules

with Af' and Af" in add Af, then Ringel's result holds also if Af is not inde-
composable. It would be interesting to know whether the existence of a sincere

A-module Af that is not the middle of a short chain implies that A is a tilted

algebra. In the next section we shall show that this is the case under the addi-

tional assumption that Af is indecomposable and A is of finite representation

type.

In this section we prove some general properties about A when there is a

sincere A-module that is not the middle of a short chain, for example, that A

has no oriented cycles in its ordinary quiver and has global dimension at most
two.

For the first preliminary result, it is useful to view a A-module as a con-

travariant functor from add A to abelian groups.

Proposition 3.1. Let A be an artin algebra and M a A-module that is not the

middle of a short chain. For any nonzero map f:P—>Q between indecompos-

able projective A-modules P and Q, we have that Hom(/, Af): HomA(Q, Af)

—> HomA(P, M) is either a monomorphism or an epimorphism.

Proof. The proof can be found in the proof of 2.4(7') in [6], but for the con-

venience of the reader we include the argument here.

Assume that there is some nonzero map f:P—>Q between indecomposable

projective A-modules such that Hom(/, Af) is neither a monomorphism nor

an epimorphism. Let A = Coker/. Since Hom(/, Af) is not a monomor-

phism, HomA(A, Af) ^ 0. For Y a finitely generated projective module, the

natural map DHomA(Y, Af) -» HomA(T*, DM) is an isomorphism where

Y* — HomA(y, A). It is easy to see that we then have a commutative diagram

DHomA(P,M)    °Hom(/-M).   DHomA(Q,M)

l\ l\

HomA(7- , DM)   Hom(/' 'DAf\ HomA(Q*, DM)

where /* = Hom(/,A). Since Hom(/, Af) is not an epimorphism,

T)Hom(/, Af) is not a monomorphism and, therefore, Hom(/*, DM) is not a

monomorphism. This implies that HomAop(Coker/*, DM) ^ 0. Since clearly

Coker/* ~ TrX, we get HomAoP(7>A, DM) ^ 0 and, consequently,

HomA(Af,T>7YA) #0.
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We have already seen that HomA(A, Af) ^ 0. Since A is indecomposable

because Q is, we get that Af is the middle of a short chain.   □

As a consequence of Proposition 3.1 we get the following relationship between

sincere and faithful modules (see also [6, 2.4(7')]). Note that a faithful module

is always sincere.

Corollary 3.2. If M is a sincere A-module that is not the middle of a short chain

then M is faithful.

Proof. Let Af be a sincere A-module that is not the middle of a short chain.

Write 1 = ex + ■■ ■ + en , where the e, are primitive orthogonal idempotents.

If annAf ^ (0), there are some i,j with e,-(annAf)e, ^ 0. Choose I £

ann Af such that e^j ^ 0. Then A induces by right multiplication a nonzero

homomorphism p: Ae, —► Aej. Since Af is sincere, HomA(Af,, Af) ^ 0 and

HomA(Ae,, Af) ^ 0. By the choice of p it is easy to see that Hom(/i, Af) = 0
and hence, Hom(/i, Af) is neither a monomorphism nor an epimorphism. This

gives a contradiction to Proposition 3.1, so that Af is faithful.   □

As a consequence we get the following information on A.

Corollary 3.3. Let M be a sincere A-module that is not the middle of a short

chain. Then the ordinary quiver of A has no oriented cycle.

Proof. Assume that we have a cycle of nonzero nonisomorphisms Pi -*& P2 —>^2

••• —► P„ —>f" Pn+X - Px , where the P, are indecomposable projectives. By

Proposition 3.1, Hom(f, M): Hom(P,+i, Af) —> Hom(P,, Af) is either a
monomorphism or an epimorphism for each i = I, ... , n . Since / =

fn • • • hf\ '■ P\ —* P\ is not an isomorphism and Px is indecomposable, / is

nilpotent and hence, Hom(/, Af): HomA(P], Af) —► HomA(Pi, Af) is nilpo-
tent. Then there must be both a proper epimorphism and a proper monomor-

phism amongst the Hom(7;, Af). So choose i such that Hom(/j, Af) is a

proper monomorphism, and let j be such that Hom(fl, M) is a monomor-

phism for i <t < j and Hom(/}, Af) is a proper epimorphism. Here we define

fj+n — fj f°r j = L • • ■. n ■ Then the composition Hom(f, M) ■ ■ ■ Hom(/}, Af)
is nonzero and is neither an epimorphism nor a monomorphism, contradicting

Proposition 3.1.   □

We next want to investigate the global dimension of A; the following result

is useful.

Lemma 3.4. Let M be a sincere A-module that is not the middle of a short

chain, and let X be an indecomposable A-module.

(a) If HomA(Af, A) ^ 0 or HomA(TrDX, M) = 0, then idA A < 1.
(b) 7/HomA(A, M) # 0 or HomA(Af, DTrX) = 0, then pdA A < 1.

Proof. Let Af be a sincere A-module that is not the middle of a short chain.

Let A be indecomposable and assume first HomA(7>7)A, Af) = 0. Let
0 —> A —► /o —>g I\ —► ... be a minimal injective resolution of A. From [1,

Theorem 1.4] we have the formula (Y, X)-(TrDX, Y) = (Y, I0)-(Y, h), for
a A-module Y, where (A, B) denotes the length of HomA(,4, B) as a module
over R . Since (7>£>A, Af) = 0, we have (Af, A) - (Af, /„) + (Af, /,) = 0.

Because the sequence of /?-modules 0 —» HomA(Af, A) —► HomA(Af, 70) -»A
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HomA(Af, Ix) is exact, we see that h must then be surjective by consider-

ing lengths. Af is faithful by Proposition 3.2, so we have an epimorphism

/: Af" —► Ix for some n . There is then some t: M" —► Iq with gt = f. Hence

g: 7o -» 7i is an epimorphism, so that idA A < 1.
If we assume HomA(Af, A) ^ 0, we have HomA(TrDX, M) — 0 since Af

is not the middle of a short chain, so idA A < 1 by the first part. This finishes

the proof of (a); (b) follows from (a) by duality.   □

Theorem 3.5. Let A be an artin algebra, and assume that there is a sincere

A-module M that is not the middle of a short chain. Then gldim A < 2.

Proof. Assume there is a sincere A-module Af that is not the middle of a short

chain. Let A be an indecomposable A-module that is a factor module of an

injective module 7. Since Af is sincere and not the middle of a short chain,

Af is faithful by Corollary 3.2. Hence there is an epimorphism Af" —> 7 for

some n > 0, so that HomA(Af, A) ^ 0. It follows that idA A < 1 by Lemma
3.4. This shows that gldim A < 2 .   D

The following gives some information on the modules of projective dimen-

sion two and injective dimension two.

Proposition 3.6. Let A be an artin algebra with a sincere A-module M that is

not the middle of a short chain. Then no indecomposable A-module X has both

injective and projective dimension equal to two.

Proof. Assume A has a sincere module Af that is not the middle of a short

chain. Let A be an indecomposable module of injective dimension two. Then

HomA(Af,A) = 0 and Hom(7>7>A, Af) ^ 0 by Lemma 3.4(a), so that
pdA 7>DA < 1 by Lemma 3.4(b).

Consider the almost split sequence 0 —> A —► E —► TrDX —> 0, and let
Y be an indecomposable summand of E. Since gl dim A < 2, we have that

ExtA( , A/r) is right exact where r = radA. If Y —> TrDX is a monomor-
phism, then it follows from the fact that pdA TrDX < 1 that pdA Y < 1.
If Y —► TrDX is an epimorphism, we have HomA(7,Af) ^ 0 since

Hom(7>T>A, Af) ^ 0. Then pdA Y < 1 by Lemma 3.4(b), so that pdA.ri < 1
and, consequently, pdA A < 1.   □

We next show the following connection between factor rings and endomor-

phism rings.

Proposition 3.7. Let A be a basic artin algebra and M a A-module that is not

the middle of a short chain. Write A = P]\Q, where the simple summands of

P/xP are exactly the composition factors of M. Denote by xq(A) the ideal of A

generated by all images of all maps from Q to A. Then EndA(P)op ~ A/tq(A)
and tq(A) = annAf.

Proof. With the above assumptions and notations, consider the natural functor

F: addP -> add(A/TG(A)) defined by F(P) = P/tq(P) on objects and defined
naturally on morphisms. Let f:Px —► P2 be a nonzero map with Pi and P2

indecomposable and F(f) = 0. Then the image of / is in tq(P2) and we

have that / is the composition Pi —► Q' —► P2 with Q' in add Q.
Since (Q, Af) = 0, the composition (P2, Af) -> (Q, M) -> (Px, M) is

zero, so (/, Af) is zero. Because (Pi, Af) and (P2, M) are not zero, (/, Af)
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is neither a monomorphism nor an epimorphism, which contradicts Proposi-

tion 3.1 since Af is not the middle of a short chain. Now obviously F is

full and dense, hence this shows that F is an equivalence of categories, and

consequently, EndA(P)op ~ A/tq(A) .

It is further clear that tq(A) is contained in annAf. Since Af is not the

middle of a short chain in mod A, it follows from Proposition 2.3 that Af

is not the middle of a short chain in mod(A/Te(A)). Since HomA(P', Af) ^

0 for each indecomposable summand P' of P, we see that Af is a sincere

A/Tg(A)-module. Then Af is faithful by Corollary 3.2, so that annAAf =
Tg(A). This finishes the proof.   D

4. Tilted algebras of finite representation type

In this section we show that if there is a sincere indecomposable A-module

Af that is not the middle of a short chain and A is in addition of finite rep-

resentation type, then A is a tilted algebra. For this the following preliminary

results are useful.

Lemma 4.1. Let X be a A-module and A an indecomposable A-module. As-

sume there is a proper chain

(*) A„^-► Ax -> A0 = A

of irreducible maps between indecomposable modules satisfying HomA(A, An) ^

0 and rad(A, Aj) = 0 for j < n, and assume that this chain is chosen to be of

minimal length with this property. If Aj is not injective for j — I, ... , n then

(*) is sectional.

Proof. Let A be a A-module and assume that we have a proper chain of ir-

reducible maps An —> • •• —> Ax -> A0 = A between indecomposable modules,

which is of minimal length with n > 1 , HomA(A, A„) ^ 0 and rad(A, Ai) = 0
for i < n . Assume that no At with 1 < i < n is injective. We want to show

that the chain is sectional, so we can clearly assume that « > 2. Consider the

almost split sequence 0 —► An —► E —> TrDAn —> 0. Then rad(A, B) ^ 0 for
some indecomposable summand B of E, and we have a chain of irreducible

maps B —► TrDAn —►•••—> TrDA2 between indecomposable modules. If

the original chain was not sectional, we would have TrDAj ~ Aj-2 for some

j where 2 < j < n. Then we get a contradiction by considering the chain

B -> TrDA„ —►•••-> TrDAj -* Aj-3 -*••••-» Ao = A, which is shorter than
the original one.   □

Lemma 4.2. Let A be an artin algebra and C an indecomposable A-module.

Assume that there is a proper chain of irreducible maps between indecomposable

modules from some indecomposable injective module to C. Then there is an

indecomposable injective A-module I and an indecomposable A-module Z such

that rad(7, Z) ^ 0 and HomA(Z, C) ^ 0.

Proof. If rad(T>A, C) ^ 0, then we have rad(/, C) ^ 0 for some indecom-

posable injective A-module /. Then we can choose Z = C .

Assume now that rad(T>A, C) = 0. By assumption, we have a proper chain

of irreducible maps J -*-> C where 7 is injective. Since HomA(T>A, J) /

0, by Lemma 4.1, there is a minimal proper chain Z = An —> • • • —> Ax —> Ao =

C of irreducible maps between indecomposable modules, with HomA(f>A, Z)
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^ 0 and rad(T>A,,4,) = 0 for / < n. If Aj was injective for some i =

1, ... , n, we would have rad(7)A, /4,_i) ^ 0, which is a contradiction. Hence

the chain is sectional by Lemma 4.1 and, therefore, rad(Z , C) ^ 0 by [5]. Since

HomA(T)A, Z) ^ 0, there is some indecomposable injective module 7 with

HomA(/, Z) ^ 0. Because Z is not injective, it then follows that rad(7, Z) /

0.   □

Lemma 4.3. let A be an artin algebra of finite representation type having an

oriented cycle of irreducible maps between indecomposable modules.

(a) There is a proper chain of irreducible maps between indecomposable mod-

ules J = A„ —> An-X —> ■■■Ax —> Ao = P, where J is injective and P is

projective.

(b) There are indecomposable modules I, P, and Z, where I is injective

and P is projective, and nonzero maps f: I -» Z and g: Z -> P with both f

and g nonisomorphisms.

Proof, (a) Assume A is an artin algebra of finite representation type. For a cycle

p of irreducible maps between indecomposable modules, define the distance

8(3°, p) from a projective module to p to be the shortest length of chains of

irreducible maps between indecomposable modules from a projective module

to p, counting the number of morphisms. Since A is of finite type, there is

always some such chain. 8(3°, p) — 0 then means that the cycle contains some

projective module. Similarly we define 8(p,,/) to be the shortest length of

chains of irreducible maps from p to an injective module. We define 8(p) =

8(&, p) + 8(p,,/) and want to show that if there is a cycle of irreducible maps

between indecomposable modules then there is a cycle p with 8(p) = 0, that

is, containing both a projective and an injective module.

Assume that p is a cycle of irreducible maps between indecomposable mod-

ules with 8(p) = d minimal, and assume d > 0. By duality we may assume

that 8(3°, p) = r > 0. Let A0 — A! -> • • • -> X„ = X0 be the cycle p,
and let P = Yr —»••■—► Yj —> Y0 = A, be a chain of irreducible maps of
length r and with P projective. We can clearly assume t = 0. By [4] we know

that the cycle p is not sectional, that is, there is some i with A, ~ DTrX,+2

(where addition is modulo n ). Since no Xj is projective, we then have an ori-

ented cycle DTrXo —► DTrXx —►•■•—► DTrX„ = DTrXo and, consequently,

an oriented cycle /?': A0 —►•••—► A, ~ DTrXi+2 -»•••-» DTrXo -* Yx —>

Ao -» Xx -»-►Xi -» Xi+] --► A„ = Ao, with 8(3°,p')<r. Clearly
8(p', f) < 8(p, f) and hence, 8(p') < 8(p). This gives a contradiction and

hence, we get a chain containing both an indecomposable projective and an in-

decomposable injective module. This gives a proper chain of irreducible maps

between indecomposable modules from an indecomposable injective module 7

to an indecomposable projective module P, where we may have J — P.

(b) By Lemma 4.2 and (a) there is some indecomposable injective A-

module / and an indecomposable A-module Z such that rad(/, Z) ^ 0 and

HomA(Z, P) ^ 0. If rad(Z , P) = 0, we have Z ~ P. Then we can replace
Z by some indecomposable summand of rP.   D

We now have the following main result.

Theorem 4.4. Let A be an artin algebra of finite representation type, and assume

that there is some sincere indecomposable A-module M that is not the middle
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of a short chain. Then M is directing and, consequently, A is a tilted algebra.

Proof. Let A be an artin algebra of finite representation type having an inde-
composable sincere module Af that is not the middle of a short chain. Assume

that there is some oriented cycle of irreducible maps between indecomposable

modules in mod A. Then, by Lemma 4.3, there are indecomposable modules

P, I, and Z , with P projective and 7 injective, and nonzero maps /:/-»Z

and g: Z —> P that are not isomorphisms. Since Af is sincere, Af is faithful

by Corollary 3.2. Hence we have a monomorphism A -» Af" and an epimor-

phism Af' -> DA for some n > 0 and t > 0. Then there are induced nonzero

nonisomorphisms Af -» DA -»/->Z and Z -^ P —► A —> Af, so that Af is
on a short cycle. Since A is of finite representation type, Af must then be the

middle of a short chain, which is a contradiction. Hence there are no oriented

cycles of irreducible maps between indecomposable modules in mod A, so that

all indecomposable A-modules are directing. Finally we use that the existence

of an indecomposable sincere directing module implies that A is a tilted algebra

[6] (see also [2]).   □

We end the section with an application to modules determined by their top

and socle. Bakke and Smalo have shown that if Af and N are indecomposable

A-modules with Soc Af ~ Soc N and M/xM ~ N/xN, then Af ~ N if Af is
assumed to be directing [3]. We have the following generalization in the case

of finite representation type, as an application of Theorem 4.3. This hypothesis

can be dropped if it can be dropped in Theorem 4.3.

Proposition 4.5. Let A be an artin algebra of finite representation type. If M

and N are indecomposable A-modules with SocAf ~ Soc A and M/xM ~

N/xN and if M is not the middle of a short chain, then M ~ N.

Proof. Assume A is an artin algebra of finite type and that Af is an indecom-

posable A-module that is not the middle of a short chain. Let P be the direct

sum of one copy of each of the indecomposable projective modules having a

nonzero map to Af, and let Y = EndA(P)op. Let <f be the full subcate-
gory of mod A whose objects are the X in mod A such that the projective

cover of Soc A JJ X/xX is in add P. Then we have an equivalence of cate-

gories (P, ): J? —> modT (see [1]). Now assume N is an indecomposable

A-module with Soc A ~ SocAf and N/xN ~ M/xM. Clearly Af, N, SocAf,
and M/xM are in J?, and it is easy to see that

Soc(P, Af) ~ (P, Soc Af) ~ (P, Soc N) ~ Soc(P, N)

and

(P, Af )/rad(P, Af) ~ (P, M/xM) ~ (P, N/xN) ~ (P, A)/rad(P, N).

Since Af is not the middle of a short chain in mod A, it follows from Proposi-

tion 3.7 that T ~ A/ann Af. Hence Af is not the middle of a short chain over

A/ann Af by Proposition 2.3, that is, (P, Af) is not the middle of a short chain

in mod Y. Since (P, Af) is a sincere T-module, it follows from Theorem 4.3

that (P, Af) is directing. Because (P, Af) and (P, N) have isomorphic socles
and tops, (P, Af) and (P, N) must be isomorphic by [3]. Since Af and N
are both in J2-, we conclude that Af and N are isomorphic A-modules.   □
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